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Abstract 
Hoa, L.T., J. Stuckrad and W. Vogel, Towards a structure theory for projective varieties of 
degree = codimension + 2, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 71 (1991) 203-231. 
The problem under consideration in this paper is that of finding a structure theory for varieties 
X of P; (k is an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic) with degree(X) = 
codimension(X) + 2. Takao Fujita has a satisfactory classification theory for projective varieties 
of A-genus zero and one. In either case the singularities of X turn out to be of very special type. 
Our approach also sheds some light on the structure of these singularities. 
1. Introduction and main results 
The problem under consideration in this paper is that of finding a structure 
theory for varieties X of IPi (k is an algebraically closed field of arbitrary 
characteristic) with degree(X) = codimension(X) + 2. The structure of X is quite 
well understood in assuming degree(X) = codimension(X) + 1 (see, e.g., [3]). 
Fujita has a satisfactory classification theory for projective varieties of A-genus 
zero and one (see, e.g., [6, 71). W e recall that the A-genus of the polarized 
varieties (X, Dx( 1)) is defined by A : = degree(X) - codim(X) - 1~ 0 in assuming 
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that the restriction mapping H’(P”, 6(l))+ H’(X, ox(l)) is bijective. In particu- 
lar, Fujita shows that X is either a normal de1 Pezzo variety or the image of a 
variety of A-genus zero via a projection. In either case the singularity of X turns 
out to be of very special type. Our approach sheds some light on the structure of 
these singularities (see our Theorem B below). 
On the other hand, Sally [16] has studied Cohen-Macaulay local rings of 
embedding dimension = multiplicity + dimension - 2. For example, the first 
theorem of [16] generalizes a statement of [15], where the local ring was assumed 
to be Gorenstein. However, it is well known that such graded k-algebra domains 
A are Cohen-Macaulay if and only if they are Gorenstein (see again our Theorem 
B below). 
In some sense the heart of our paper are the following three statements. 
Theorem A. Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let X 
be a reduced, pure-dimensional and nondegenerate subscheme of Pi. We assume 
that X is connected in codimension one if dim X 2 1. We set 
A:=k[xo,xl,..., xn] II(X), where I(X) is the defining ideal of X, d : = dim A 
and r := depth A. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) degree X = 2 + codim X, 
(ii) reg A = 2, H;(A) = 0 f or all i # r, d, and A is given by one of the following 
cases : 
(a) A is Cohen-Macaulay (i.e. X is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay) and 
[H;(A)IZ-‘, = k. 
(b) d 2 2, r = 1, H:(A) E k(-1) and [Hdp(A)lZPd = 0. 
(c) d Z- 3, r = d - 1, [Hdp(A)]2_d = 0, and 
rank,[H~~‘(A)], = 
1 forp=3-d, 
d-2 for p=2-d. 
(d) d L 4, 2 5 r I d - 2, [Hdp(A)]Z_d = 0, and 
rank,[HL(A)], = ( ,Ip2) for p 5 2 - r , 
where we set (“0) := 1. 
The second statement provides the structure of the local cohomology and in 
certain cases also the structure of the singularities. 
Theorem B. Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let 
Xc Pi be a reduced, pure-dimensional and nondegenerate subscheme being 
connected in codimension 1. Let A be the graded k-algebra k[x,, . . . , x,] /I(X), 
where I(X) is the defining ideal of X. We set d : = dim A 2 2 and r : = depth A. 
Assume degree(X) = codim(X) + 2, then we have: 
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(i) H;(A) = 0 for all i # r, d. Moreover, if r 5 d - 1, then we get 
H’,(A) z k[y,, . , yrm21 “(1. - 4 , 
where y,,, . . . , yr_2 are algebraically independent elements of degree 1 of A. 
(ii) depth A = 1 if and only if X is arithmetically Buchsbaum and not Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
(iii) Zf d ‘3, th en depth A = 2 if and only if X is locally Buchsbaum and not 
locally Cohen-Macaulay. 
(iv) Assume that X is irreducible. Then X is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay if 
and only if X is arithmetically Gorenstein. 
The third statement describes the structure of the defining graded k-algebra of 
(n + 2) points of pi. We get in particular the minimal free resolution of such an 
algebra. Hence our next theorem is also a continuation of the work to study the 
problem of determining the (graded) minimal free resolution of the ideal of a 
finite number of points in P” (see, e.g., [13]). Moreover, the case of (n + 2) 
points was also studied in [9] and [8]. The statements (ii) and (iii) of the following 
Theorem C yield some progress on the questions raised in these papers (see, for 
example, [9, Theorem 71 or [8, Proposition 4.81). 
Theorem C. Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let 
XC Pi (n P 2) be a set of (n + 2) points, spanning P”. Let A be the graded 
k-algebra R/Z(X), where Z(X) is the defining ideal of X and R : = k[x,, . . , x,,]. 
Then we have: 
(0 for p’2, 
G) rank,[H~(A)], = 
1 
n + 1 i: : 1 i ’ 
n+2 for p5-;. 
(ii) The (n + 2) points of X are in general position in p”, if and only if A is a 
Gorenstein algebra. 
(iii) Let q be the smallest integer such that there are (q + 2) points of X, 
spanning P’. (We note that 1~ q 5 n, and q = n if and only if the points of X are 
in general position.) Then we get the following minimal free resolution of A: 
0 +R”,t(_n _ l)@Rfi”(_n _2),R~,,-1(-n)~R~;‘-L(_n _ I)+. . . 
+@-q - l)$@-q -+@-1(-q)+.. . 
-+RP’(-2)+R+A+O, 
where the Betti numbers are given for i = 1, . . , n by 
pj=(n+2)(?)-(TI:)+(inqq1) and PI=(?Ii). 
(Note that ( X, ) : = 0.) 
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The proofs of these theorems show that our statements are special cases of 
more general but technical results, see, e.g., Lemmas 6 and 7. In proving our 
main results the key is the connectedness theorem of Grothendieck [lo], and a 
careful study of Castelnuovo’s regularity and of the Hilbert polynomial of 
subschemes with degree = codimension + 2 (see our Theorem 3 in Section 4). Our 
research on Castelnuovo’s regularity improves main results of [21]. Moreover, 
Grothendieck’s connectedness theorem also enables us to give a straightforward 
proof of a well-known (see, e.g., [2]) characterization of varieties of minimal 
degree (see Theorem 5 in Section 4). 
In Section 7 we conclude by studying some examples and open questions. For 
instance, Example 1 demonstrates that Theorem B(iv) does not remain true when 
X is not irreducible. 
2. Notations and preliminary results 
Before proving the theorems we will recall some notations and basic facts on 
connectedness, Castelnuovo’s regularity and graded local cohomology. We work 
over an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteristic. 
Let A = @ nrO A, be a graded k-algebra, i.e., A, = k and A is generated as a 
k-algebra by A,. Hence we always set A := k[x,,, . . . , x,1/Z where n + 1 = 
rank,A 1 and I is a homogeneous ideal of the polynomial ring R := k[x,, . . . , x, ] 
in y1 + 1 indeterminates of degree one. 
Let M = @ ntL M, be a graded A-module. The ith local cohomology module of 
M with support in the irrelevant ideal P = @,,. A,, denoted by H;(M), is also a 
graded A-module. Concerning local cohomology theory of graded modules see, 
for example, [20]. 
For an arbitrary graded A-module M we set 
e(M):=sup{nEZ: [Ml, #O} , 
where [Ml, denotes the ith graded part of M, i.e., [Ml, = Mi. Let p be an integer. 
Then let M(p) denote the graded A-module whose underlying module is the same 
as that of M and whose grading is given by [M(p)], = M,+i for all integers i. Let 
M” be the dual of M (see, e.g., [20, Chapter 01). Let M be a finitely generated 
A-module and let m be an integer. We say that M is m-regular if [H%(M)] j = 0 for 
every i, j such that i + j > m. We define Castelnuovo’s regularity reg M of M by 
reg(M) = inf { m E Z: M is m-regular} 
= max{ i + e(Hb(M): 0 5 i 5 dim M} . 
Let A be a graded k-algebra. Let d be the Krull-dimension of A. We set 
d : = dim A. Moreover, we define the codimension of A as follows: 
codim A := rank,[A], - d 2 0. If d = 0, then codim A = rank,[A], = IE + 1. 
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Let H(t, A) := rank,[A], be the Hilbert function of A. We write for the Hilbert 
polynomial h(t, A) of A (h(t, A) = H(t, A) for large t), 
h(t, A) := he(~Q(~ 4 1) + h,(A)( d : 2) + .. . + hci-l(A) 3
where d = dim A 2 1. The integer h,(A) is said to be the degree of A. We have 
h,,(A) 2 codim A + 1. The k-algebra is called of minimal degree if h,(A) = 
codim A + 1 (see [3] for a centennial account of such varieties). 
We will use also Serre cohomology, that is, we define 
Ho(A) : = 5 Hom,(P”, A) , 
” 
and for i >O 
H’(A) : = lim_ Ext; (P”, A) . 
n 
We have a well-known interplay between local cohomology and Serre cohomolo- 
gy (see, e.g., [20, Chapter 01). For instance, we have isomorphisms 
H’(A) g Hr’(A) for all i 2 1 , 
and we have the following exact sequence: 
O-H;(A)+ A+ H’(A)-, H;(A)+O, 
Moreover, local duality yields isomorphisms for all i z 0: 
H;(A) = Ext;(A, R) “(r) 
where r := rank,[A], (see, e.g., [20, Corollary 
from [18, Chapter 3, 361 
h(t, A) = 2 (-l)i rank,[H’(A)], . 
iZ0 
0.34). Furthermore, we obtain 
The following lemma collects some results that we need. We prove it for the sake 
of completeness. 
Lemma 1. Let A be a graded k-algebra of dimension d 2 2. Then we have: 
(i) A has no associated prime ideals $I with dim A I p = 1 if and onfy if H f( A) is 
noetherian (and hence H;(A) has finite length over A). 
(ii) Assume that A is pure-dimensional and reduced. Then we have: 
(a) [H;(A)], = 0 for all p < 0. 
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04 1 + ranhW~(A)lo is the number of the connected components of Proj A 
where Proj A denotes the projective spectrum of A. 
(c) Proj A is connected if and only if [ZIZ”(A)]~ F k, and in this case we have 
wm1, = 0 f or all p 5 0 (see also [2, Lemma 4.41). 
Proof. We get (i), for example, by analyzing the proof of Corollary 0.4.15 of [20]. 
(ii)(a) Consider the exact sequence 
O+A+H”(A)-,H;(A)+O. 
Applying (i) of this lemma we get [H:(A)], = 0 for q 40 since A is pure- 
dimensional. Hence [H”(A)], = 0 for q e 0. Consider an element h E [H’(A)], 
with p < 0. Then we have hq = 0 for q % 0. We note that Ho(A) is also a graded 
algebra which is reduced since A is reduced. Therefore, we get h = 0. The above 
exact sequence shows that [H;(A)], = 0 for all p < 0. 
(b) We set X = Proj A. The assertion (b) follows from the fact that 
rank,[H’(A)],, = rank,H’(X, ox) is the number of the connected components of 
X which follows from [18, p. 272, proof of Proposition 41 and by using an easy 
induction on the number of connected components of X. 
(c) This follows from (a) and (b) of (ii). This completes the proof of Lemma 
1. 0 
This lemma used some connectedness properties of Proj A. Our proofs need 
also the concept of a scheme being connected in codimension k for some integer 
k 2 1. We therefore recall some basic facts. Let X be a subscheme of IFO;. Let Z(X) 
be the defining ideal of X in the polynomial ring R := k[x,, . . . , xn]. We set 
A : = R/Z(X), dim X = dim A - 1, and codim X = codim A if X is nondegenerate. 
Let k 2 0 be an integer. We say that X is connected in codimension k if X - Y is 
connected for every closed subset Y of X with codim(Y, X) > k. For example, a 
scheme consisting of two planes which meet in a point is connected in codimen- 
sion 2 but not connected in codimension 1. While it is certainly not true that an 
arbitrary linear section of an irreducible variety remains irreducible, one does 
have a connectedness part of Bertini’s theorem. Therefore our proofs use the 
projective version of the connectedness theorem of Grothendieck [lo, Exp. 13, 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.31. 
Moreover, we need some basic results on Gorenstein and Buchsbaum rings. 
The readers may consult the standard books [14] and [20] for the general 
reference on Gorenstein rings and Buchsbaum rings, respectively. 
Finally, we use the following notation: Let a be an ideal of A and let N be a 
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We need the following lemma which is a simple observation. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a graded k-algebra. Let 1 be a form of degree 1 of 
R:= k[x,, . . . , x,], and we set S := RII. R. Then we have: 
(i) Suppose that 1 is a nonzerodivisor of A. If F, + A + 0 is a minimal free 
resolution of A as a graded R-module, then 
F.11. F.+A/l. A+0 
is a minimal free resolution of AllA of graded S-modules. Moreover, we get 
Tor”(k, A) gTorf(k, AllA) for i 2 0 . 
(ii) Suppose 1. A = 0. Then we have for i 2 0 
Tor”(k, A)zTorf(k, A)$(Torf_,(k, A)(-1)). 
Proof. (i) Since 1 is a nonzerodivisor of R and A we have the following exact 





F. +A +O 
J J 
F.llF, -AIlA +O 
J J 
0 0 
Since F. + A * 0 is exact we therefore obtain that F. IlF. + A /lA + 0 is exact. 
Moreover, F. /IF. + A/lA+ 0 is a minimal free resolution since F. -+ A + 0 has 
this property. Hence we get for all i 2 0 
Torp(k, A) z k C3 F, z k 63 (Fi/lFi) g Torf(k, AIEA) . 
(ii) Let 1,, . . . , 1, be elements of [RI, such that {I, I,, . . . , l,,} is a basis of 
[RI,. Using Koszul homology, we have for all i 2 0: 
Tor”(k, A) = H,(l, I,, . . . ,I,; A) , 
and 
Torf(k, A) z H,(l,, . . .,l,;A). 
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Moreover, the Koszul complexes give the following exact sequences for all i: 
o+ H;(l,, . . .,l,;A)+H,(l,l, ,..., /,;A) 
+ H;_,(l,, . . . , I,; A)(-l)+ 0. 
Since P is contained in the annihilator of these homology modules we see that the 
exact sequence splits. This shows (ii). 0 
Proof of Theorem C. (i) Consider (n + 1) points of X, say P,, . . . , P,,, spanning 
P”. Let I’ be the defining ideal of these points. We still have one point, say Pn+I, 
defined by the ideal J. Since the points P,, . . , , P, are in general position we 
obtain for A’ := R/Z’ (see, e.g. [23, 031) 
0 for prl, 
rank,[Hb(A’)], = n for p=O, 
n+l for p5--1, 
and I’ is generated by forms of degree 2. We set Z : = Z(X). Since Z’lZ z J + Z’lJ 
and I’ g J we have J + I’ = J + qR where q is a form of degree 2 of R, that is, 
Z’lZG R/5(-2). Hence we get the exact sequence 04 R/5(-2)-+A+A’+O. 
This gives the exact sequence 
O+ H;(RIJ)(-2)+ H;(A)+ H;(A')+O . 
Since 
rank,[Hi(RIJ)], = (y E: i z !; , 
we obtain our assertion (i) of the exact sequence. 
(ii)(a) First we assume that the (n + 2) points, say P,, . . . , P,+l are in general 
position in P”. Choose a linear form I E [RI, such that Z(P,) # 0 for i = 0, . . . , n + 
1, and forms I, E [RI, for i = 0, . . . , II such that li(Pj) = 0 for j E (0, . . . , n}\{i} 
and Z,(P,) # 0. We will show that AllA is a Gorenstein k-algebra. Hence A is 
Gorenstein since 1 is a nonzerodivisor on A. 
First we have 
0 for p/0,1,2, 
rank,[A/ZA], = 1 for P =o, 2, (1) 
II for p=l. 
Consider a linear form a E [R] 1 such that P * 5 = 0 where a is the residue class of a 
in AIIA. 
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Claim. a = 0. 
Proof. There are linear forms sO, . . . , s, E [RI, such that Zi. a - 1. si E I for 
i=o,..., 12. Take an i E (0,. . . , n}. Then we have for all j = 0, . . . , n with 
j # i: 0 = (Zp - Zs,)(P,) = Z,(Pj)a(Pj) - Z(P,)s,(P,) = -Z(P,)s,(P,). Hence si(Pj) = 
0 and we get si = aiZi with (Y~ E k because Zi is unique up to a nonzero constant 
factor. Now we have Z,(P,,+,) #O since otherwise {I’,,, . . . , Pn+,}\{Pi} C V(Z,) 
which contradicts the fact that {P,, . . . , P,,]} are in general position. Therefore, 
we get 
Hence (Y~ = a(P,+,)IZ(P,+,) =: CY which does not depend on i, that is, si = al,. We 
therefore obtain 0 = (Z,u - Zs,)(P,) = Z,(P,)(u - aZ)(P,), that is, (a - aZ)(P,) = 0 
for all i = 0, . . . , n. Hence we have a - CYZ = 0, that is, C = 0. This shows our 
claim. 
The claim now gives [0 :A,,A PIP =0 for all p” 1. Since [A/IA], =0 for all 
q L 3 we also have [0 :A,IA PI,, = 0 for all p 2 3. Using (1) we therefore get 
[O : A,lA PI2 = [A/IA], z k. Hence 0 :A,[A P z k(-2), that is, AIZA is a Gorenstein 
k-algebra. 
(b) We now assume that A is Gorenstein. We suppose P,,, . . . , P,+ 1 are not in 
general position in P” and look for a contradiction. Let q be the smallest integer 
21 such that there are (q + 2) points of X, spanning Pq. Our assumption shows 
q < II. These points, spanning Pq, are given by, say {P,, . . . , P, +, } . Let I’ again 
be the ideal defined by {P,,, . . . , P,,} and .I the ideal given by { Pn+I}. Set 
A’ : = A/Z’. Since q < n the ideal I’ contains a linear form not lying in .I. 
Therefore we have 
I’/1 g J + Z’lJ = PIJ = RIJ(- 1) , 
and the following exact sequence: 
O+ RlJ(-l)+ A-+ A'+0 . (2) 
Take a linear form Z E [R] 1 such that Z(Pi) # 0 for all i = 0, . . . , II + 1. Then 1 is a 
nonzerodivisor on A, and 1 is also a nonzerodivisor on R/J and A’. We therefore 
get the following exact sequence by using Rl( J + ZR) = k: 
O-+ k(-l)<AAZA+ A’IZA’+O. 
Hence the element cp(1) of degree 1 in A/LA has the property that P. cp(1) = 0. 
On the other hand, we always have P[AlZA], = 0 but [A /ZA], # 0 by applying 
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(1). Therefore, we get length(O :A,,A P) 2 2, that is we have no isomorphism 
’ :AI/A P E k(-e) for all e E N. Hence AILA is not a Gorenstein algebra, that is, 
A is not Gorenstein. This is a contradiction. This completes the proof of (ii). 
(iii) We induct on n - q Z- 0. 
Case 1: n - q = 0. Then it follows from (ii) that A is a Gorenstein k-algebra. 
Take a linear form I with 0 :A 1 = 0. Then the exact sequence 
O+ A(-l)AA+ A/lA+O 
gives the following exact sequence: 
O+ AllA+ H;(A)(-l)h;(A)+O. 
Since ((AlZA)(2)) ” = (A/IA) “(-2) g A/ZA, we get the exact sequence 
O--+ (H;(A)(2)) ‘+;(A)(l)) “-+ A/IA+0 . 
Since O+ A( - 1) -+ A + A /IA + 0 is a free resolution of A /IA (as an A-module) 
we obtain an epimorphism A+ (Hi(A)(l)) “. Studying this epimorphism with 
respect to each degree we see that we indeed have an isomorphism 
H;(A) g A ‘(-1) . 
(We note that this is a general fact: If A is a d-dimensional graded Gorenstein 
k-algebra, then /Id,(A) z A “(1 - s) w h ere s is the so-called index of regularity of 
A, see, e.g., [20, Th eorem 0.4.141. In our situation we have s = 2.) Since 
depth A = 1 we consider a minimal free resolution of A as follows: 
O-F,+.. .+F,+R-,A+O, 
where FI, . . . , F,, are free R-modules. Applying 
the following complex: 
O+R+F(‘)+..+F(“)+O, 
the functor Hom,(e, R) we get 
where F”’ := Hom,(F,, R) with cohomology ExtL(A, R). Since Ext,(A, R) = 0 
for i < n we obtain the following minimal free resolution of Ext”,(A, R): 
Since Exti(A, R) s H;(A) ‘(n + 1) s A(rz + 2) we have therefore for i = 
1 2 . . . , n - 1: 
Fi = F(“-‘I(-n - 2) , F,, = R(-n - 2) (3) 
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(and, of course, R E F’“‘(-n - 2) = Hom,(F,,, R)(-n - 2) = Hom,(F,,(n + 2), 
R)). Wesetfori=l,..., n - 1, F, := @:zI R(-e,,) with e,r, . . . , eip EZ, and 
without loss of generality ej, 5 . . . 5 eiP . Firstwehavee,ir2forallj=‘1,...,p, 
since Z(X) is generated by forms of degree 22. Moreover, we get for 15 i, I i, % 
n-l 
eizj 2 i, - i, + ei,, forallj=l,...,&. 
Since Fcnmi)(-n - 2) = H omR(F,_,, R)(-n - 2) =@:!I R(-(n + 2 - e,_,,i)) we 
get from (3): /3,-; = pi, and eij = n +2- e,-i,p,mi+l for i = 1,. . . , n - 1 and 
j-l,..., p,. Suppose 15 i < n/2, then we get from the above inequalities: 
eil ~2 en-r,~ + 2i - n = n + 2 - ei,p, + 2i - II , 
thus ei, + ej p - < 2(i + 1). Furthermore, we have for j = 1 
e,,~i+l.Henceitfollowse~j=i+lforallj=l,...,~i, 
for all j= 1,. . . , p, = p,_;. Assume nf0 (2) then we get 
F,=RPz(-i-1) foralli=l,..., n-l. 
If n E 0 (2), then we have the same for all i E (1, . . , II - l}\{n/2}. Let i = n/2. 
Then eni j = n + 2- eni2 p ,*_,+r, thus eni2 1 + eni2 p ,z = n +2. Hence we also 
get ’ 
3 n . n 
F n/2 = RPn’2(-n/2 - 1) . 
Studying the resolution of A with respect to the degrees 2,3, . . . , n we obtain for 
i=l,...,n-1 
since rank,[Ali+, = n + 2 for i L 1. Using induction on i we therefore obtain 
by applying the relationship 
This shows Case 1, that is, II - 4 = 0. 
Case 2: n - q > 0. Using our notations of the proof of (ii)(b) we consider again 
the exact sequence (2). Let I’ be the linear form of I’ not lying in J. We set 
S : = R/l’ . R and we get from (2) the long exact sequence: 
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. * *+ Torp+,(k, A’) Ji+l -Tor”(k, RlJ)(-l)+TorF(k, A) 
-+Torp(k, A’)$-+Tory_,(k, R/./)(-l)-+*.. . 
Induction and Lemma 2 give for i 2 2 
]TorF(k, A’)], g [Torf(k, A’)], @ [Torf_l(k, A’)],_, = 0 
for all p # i + 1, i + 2. Since 
[Torp_,(k, RIJ)(-1)], = [Torp_,(k, R/J)],_, = 0 
for all p Z i, we get from the above long exact sequence the following exact 
sequences: 
O+Tor”(k, RIJ)(-l)+Torp(k, A)+To$(k, A’)+0 
for all i 2 2, and 
O+Torf(k, RIJ)(-l)-+Torf(k, A) 
-+Torp(k, A’)+ k(-l)+ k+ k-+0. 
It follows from Lemma 2 that Tory(k, A’) g Torf(k, A’)@ k(-l), and by induc- 
tion we have for all p # 2,3: [Torf(k, A’)], = 0. Hence we obtain the exact 
sequence 
O+Torf(k, RIJ)(-l)+Torf(k, A)-+Torf(k, A’)+O. 
Applying Lemma 2 we therefore get for i 2 2 
and 
TorF(k, A)g k”‘(-i - l)@Tors(k, A’)@Torf_,(k, A’)(-1) , 
TorF(k, A) z k”(-2) @Torf(k, A’) . 
(Note that Tor”(k, R/1)(-1) g k’:‘(-i - l).) By induction we therefore obtain 
fori=l,..., rz the desired Betti numbers. This completes the proof of Theorem 
c. 0 
4. Castelnuovo’s regularity and the Hilbert polynomial 
Before embarking on the proof of Theorems A and B, we need a careful study 
of Castelnuovo’s regularity and of the Hilbert polynomial of subschemes with 
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degree = codimension + 2. The aim of this section is therefore to prove the 
following theorem. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. 
Theorem 3. Let X be a pure-dimensional, reduced and nondegenerate subscheme 
of pi which is connected in codimension 1 if dim X ZY 1. Let Z(X) be the defining 
ideal of X in R : = k[x,, . . . , xn]. Let A be the graded k-algebra R/I(X) of 
dim A =: d and depth A =: r 2 1. Assume that degree(X) = codim(X) + 2. Then 
we have: 
(i) reg A = 2, w h ere reg A denotes Castelnuovo’s regularity of A. 
(ii) h(t,A)=(n+3-d)(t+dd~2)+(t+dd22)-(t~~~3), 
where h(t, A) is the Hilbert polynomial of A and we set ( 2, ) : = 0. 
Before proving this theorem we have to prove several preliminary results. 
Lemma 4. Let A be a pure-dimensional and reduced graded k-algebra with 
dim A 2 2 such that Proj A is connected in codimension 1. Let 1 be a generic linear 
form of A. We set B : = All ’ A : (P). Then B is again a pure-dimensional and 
reduced graded k-algebra with the following properties: dim B = dim A - 1, 
codim B = codim A, h,(B) = h,(A), depth B = max{ 1, depth A - l} and 
rank,[ B], = rank,[A], - 1. Moreover, if dim B 2 2, then Proj B is also connected 
in codimension 1. 
Proof. It follows from Satz 5.2 of [4] that B is reduced (and pure-dimensional). 
The assertions dim B = dim A - 1 and h,(B) = h,(A) are trivial. If dim B L 2, 
then Proj B is connected in codimension 1 by using Grothendieck’s connectedness 
theorem [lo, Exp. 131. Of course, depth B 3 1. Assume first depth A = 1. We 
suppose depth B 2 2 and look for a contradiction. Considering the exact sequence 
O+ A(-l)-+ A+ A/IA-O and using Hb(A/lA) z H:(B) = 0 we get the fol- 
lowing exact sequence: 
H;(AIlA)+ H;(A)(-l)AH;(A)+O. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that H;(A) is a noetherian A-module. This implies by 
Nakayama’s Lemma that H;(A) = 0. Hence we have a contradiction to 
depth A = 1. 
We now assume r := depth A 22. Then the exact 
O+ A( - 1) A A + A /IA + 0 gives the exact sequence 
sequence 
O+ H;-‘(B)+ H;(A)(-l)A H’,(A) 
since H’,(AIlA) E H;(B) for i L 1. 
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Assume H’,-‘(B) = 0. Then the map 
is injective for all p E Z. Since [H;(A)], = 0 for p large enough we get H’,(A) = 
0. This gives immediately a contradiction to r = depth A. Since H’,(B) = 0 for 
i 9 r - 2 we get depth B = r - 1 = max{ 1, depth A - l}. Finally, the theorem of 
Bertini of [5, Theorem 4.111 provides rank,[ B] , = rank,[ A], - 1. This proves 
Lemma 4. 0 
Remark. Let the situation be as described in Lemma 4. Let I,, . . . , Zi be generic 
linearformsofAwithO~i<dimA.WesetB:=Al(f,,...,li)A:(P).Thenit 
follows from Lemma 4 that B is reduced and pure-dimensional. Moreover, we 
have rank,[B], = rank,[A], - i. If dim B 2 2, then Proj B is connected in 
codimension 1. 
Lemma 4 and Theorem C yield us the possibility to give a straightforward proof 
of a well-known characterization of varieties of minimal degree (see also [2]): 
Theorem 5. Let X be a pure-dimensional, reduced and nondegenerate subscheme 
of P’; being connected in codimension 1 if dim X 2 1. Let Z(X) be the defining ideal 
ofXinR=k[x,,..., x,]. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) degree(X) = codim(X) + 1. 
(ii) X is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay and either Castelnuovo’s regularity 
reg R/Z(X) = 1 or R/Z(X) g k[x,, . . , xd] with indeterminates x1, . . , xd, 
d := dim R/Z(X). 
Proof. First we show (i) 3 (ii). We induct on d. Let d = 1. Hence Z(X) is the 
ideal of (n + 1) points in P” being in general position (see Section 2). If n = 0, 
then Z(X) = 0, that is R/Z(X) E k[x,]. Let n 2 1 and A = R/Z(X). Then it follows 
that [H;(A)],, = 0 for all p 2 1 and [H;(A)],, #O (see [23, Theorem l(i) and 
Corollary l]), and of course, H!(A) = 0. Hence we get reg A = 1 + e(Hb(A)) = 
1+ 0 = 1. Since X is pure-dimensional we also have the Cohen-Macaulay 
property. 
Let d 2 2. Let B be as in Lemma 4. This lemma shows that we can apply 
induction. Hence B is Cohen-Macaulay, that is, H%(B) = 0 for all i # d - 1. 
Since H,(B) z Hp(A/lA) for i 2 1 we therefore obtain that ZZgl(A) = 0 for all 
i # 0, d - 1, and that the sequence Hb(A)(-1) A H;(A)+ 0 is exact. Since 
H;(A) is noetherian by Lemma 1 it follows H;(A) = 0 by Nakayama’s Lemma. 
Therefore, A is Cohen-Macaulay. Since now B = AllA, we have reg A = 
reg A/IA = reg B. If reg B = 1, then we are done. If B E k[ y,, . . , y,_,], then 
A=k[x,, . . , xd] since B = A IlA. 
(i) c (ii). If A g k[x,, . . , xd], then A is of minimal degree. This shows (i). 
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Assume that A is Cohen-Macaulay and reg A = 1. We then induct on d. Let 
d = 1. We suppose that h,,(A) 2 n + 2 and look for a contradiction. Let I’ be the 
ideal of (n + 2) points, spanning IPi such that Z(X) c I’. We thus have an 
epimorphism rr : R/Z+ R/Z’. Since dim Ker 7~ 5 1, we get an epimorphism 
H;(RIZ)+ H;(RIZ')+O . 
Theorem C(i) shows that [H~(RIZ’)], z k, hence [H:(A)], # 0. This immediately 
gives a contradiction to reg A = 1. This shows the case d = 1. Let d 2 2. Take B as 
in Lemma 4. It follows by induction that B is of minimal degree. Lemma 4 
provides this also for A. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 0 
Lemma 6. Let A be a pure-dimensional and reduced graded k-algebra of 
dim A = : d 2 1. Zf d 2 2, then we assume that Proj A is connected in codimension 
1. We set r := depth A. Suppose that h,(A) = codim A + 2 (that is, h,(A) = 
rank,[A] 1 + 2 - d), then we have: 
(i) H;(A) = 0 for all i # r, d. 
(ii) Zf r < d, then we get 
[H;(A)], = 0 for all p 2 3 - r , [H;(A)],-, = k , 
[Hd,(A)],=O forallpr2-d, 
and 
[H;(A)],_, = kn+2pd in assuming r 5 d - 2 . 
(Note that by our general assumption n = rank,[A], - 1.) 
(iii) Zf r = d, then we obtain 
[Hd,(A)],=O forallpL3-d, [H;(A)]Z_d = k 
Proof. We induct on d. Let d = 1. In this case Lemma 6, that is, the assertion (iii) 
follows from our Theorem C(i). Let d 2 2. Consider a generic linear form I of 
R = k[x,, . , xn], and we set B : = A /lA : (P) . Our Lemma 4 shows that we can 
apply induction to B. Moroever, we have H,(B) z Hb(AllA) for i 2 1. Consider 
the exact sequence O+A(-1) AA + A /IA + 0. First we assume r 2 2. Then 
B = AllA and we have exact sequences 
H;‘(AIlA)+ &(A)(-1)&Z;(A) . 
Hence we get for all i # r, d monomorphisms 
H’,(A)(-1)&Z,(A) 
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(since depth AllA = r - 1, dim A /LA = d - 1 and, by induction, HF1 (A/IA) = 0 
for all i # r, d). This gives monomorphisms [H’,(A)], _1 + [H%(A)], and there- 
fore H%(A) = 0 since [H’,(A)], = 0 for p % 0. This shows (i) in assuming r 2 2. 
Let r = 1. Then the same argument, however, provides H’,(A) = 0 for all 
i # 1,2, d. Moroever, we have the exact sequence 
H;(A)(-l)h;(A):H;(B)zH;(A)(-l&Y;(A). (4) 
If d 2 3, then dim B 2 2 and depth B = 1 by Lemma 4. Consider the exact 
sequence 
O+ B+ H”(B)+ H;(B)+0 
(see Section 2). It follows from Lemma 4 and Lemma 1 that [H;(B)], = 0 for all 
p 9 0. By induction we have [H;(B)], = 0 for all q 2 2, and [H;(B)], z k. Hence 
H;(B) s k(-1). Therefore we see that either p = 0 or II, = 0. Assume that q = 0. 
Using (the graded version of) Nakayama’s Lemma we then get H;(A) = 0 since 
H:(A) is noetherian. This is a contradiction. hence we have cp # 0 and Cc, = 0. This 
gives an exact sequence 
H;(A)(-l)h;(A)+ k(-l)+O (5) 
and a monomorphism H$(A)(-l)AHg(A) and we again obtain as above that 
HE(A) = 0. This shows (i) in case d L 3 and r = 1. If d = 2 and r = 1, then (i) is 
trivial. This completes the proof of (i). 
We show (ii). First we assume d = 2, r = 1. As above we have [H;(A)], = 0 for 
all p 5 0. Theorem C provides [H;(B)], = 0 for all q 2 2, and [H;(B)], z k. 
Hence in (4) we have [(p], = 0 for all i # 1. Since H;(A) # 0 is again noetherian 
we get [cp], # 0. Hence [+I, = 0 for all i 2 1. This gives monomorphisms 
[H~(A)]j’[H~(A)]j+, for i 2 0 ) 
that is, [Hz(A)], = 0 for all p 2 0. 
Since [(p10 = 0 we have that [I,!J], is an isomorphism, that is, [H$(A)]_, z k” by 
Theorem C(i). 
On the other hand, we have in this case the exact sequence 
H:,(A)(-1)&H;(A)+ k(-l)+O 
which is the same as the above sequence (5) given in case d 2 3. 
If d 2 3, then we also have the exact sequence 
O+Hd,-‘(B)+Hdp(A)(-l)h;(A)+O. 
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Using induction we therefore obtain 
[f&A)] p = 0 for all p 2 2 - d , 
Hence we still have to show in case d 2 2, r = 1: [H;(A)], = 0 for all p 2 2, and 
[H;(A)], z k. Therefore we will prove the following claim which also extends the 
key result (see [21, Lemma 3(ii)]) in proving Theorem 2 of [21]. 
Claim. Assume that d 2 2 and r = 1. Then we have Hi(A) z k(-1). 
Proof. First we obtain [H;(A)], = 0 for all 9 5 0 by Lemma 1. Hence we get 
from the sequence (5) that [H;(A)], g k. We study now the exact sequence (see 
Section 2). 
Since 
O+ A-+ H”(A)* H;(A)*0 (6) 
for i = 0,l , Hb(Ho(A))“{;;(A) for ir2, 
and d 12 we obtain H’,(H’(A)) = 0 for all i # d and Hd,(H’(A)) G H:(A). 
Therefore, we get for Castelnuovo’s regularity of H”(A): 
reg H’(A) = d + e(Hs(H’(A))) = d + e(Hz(A)) 5 1 , 
since [Hd,(A)], = 0 for all p 2 2 - d (see above). 
Furthermore, we obtain from (5) an isomorphism H:(A) C3 k-+ k(-1) @I k s 
k(-1), that is, we have H;(A) g Rlq(-1) (as R-modules) where q is a primary 
ideal belonging to P (note that length(Hb(A)) < m). Consider the embedding 
A 9 H”(A) of (6). S’ mce the identity element 1 of A belongs to the set of 
generators of Ho(A) we have a monomorphism A @ k- Ho(A) C3 k. Therefore, 
we get the following epimorphism 
Torf(k, H”(A))+ Torf(k, H;(A)) 
We proved above that reg Ho(A) 5 1. Hence Torf(k, Ho(A)) is generated by 
elements of degree 52, and therefore also Tory(k, H;(A)). Since H;(A) s 
Rlq(-1) we now have: 
Torf(k, Hb(A))sTorp(k, Rlq)(-l)~((k~qq)(-l)~qqlP.q(-l), 
that is, q is generated by elements of degree 51. Hence we get q = P, that is, 
H;(A) ? k(-1). This shows our claim. 
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We now assume 2 I Y < d. Consider the exact sequences 
O+H;-‘(B)+H;(A)(-l)+(A), 
and 
Hdp-l(B)+ @,(A)(-l)hd,(A)+O . 
These sequences provide (ii) by induction. 
Let r = d 12. Then consider 
O+f$‘(B)+H;(A)(-l)-:H;(A)+O 
using induction we also get (iii). This proves our Lemma 6. 0 
Remark. Lemma 6 shows that [I&A)],_, s kn+2pd for Y 5 d - 2. Moreover, this 
result is also true in case r = d - 1. This follows from the proof of Lemma 6 by 
applying Theorem B(i). 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) The Castelnuovo regularity results immediately from 
Lemma 6. 
(ii) We induct on d. The case d = 1 is trivial. Let d 2 2. Take a generic linear 
form 1 E [A] 1 and set B : = A /lA : (I’). We have the well-known property for the 
Hilbert polynomial 
h(t, B) = h(t, A/IA) = h(t, A) - h(t - 1, A) . 
Case 1: r 2 2. Then we obtain for t > 0: 




_l_ (‘z’,‘) forrz3, 
i 0 for r = 2 , 
=(~+3-d)(f:d12)+(r+dd22)-(t:123) 
-1 for r23 
+ No, A) + { 0 for r=2 y 
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Using [18, Chapter 3, $61 (see also [20, p. ZOO]) we get 
h(0, A) = c (-1)’ rank,[H’(A)], 
ire 
= 1 + c (-l)iP1 rank,[H’(A)], 
ir2 
1 
1 + (-l)‘-’ rank,[H’,(A)], + (-l)d rank,[Hd,(A)], 
for r<d, 
= 1-t (-l)d-’ rank,[Hd,(A)], 
for r = d 
1 for r?3 
= 0 for r=2 
by applying Lemma 6(ii) and (iii), respectively. This shows Case 1. 
Case 2: r = 1. Then depth B = 1, and we have again 




since by Lemma 6(ii) we have again h(0, A) = rank,[H’(A)], = 1. This gives Case 
2 and completes the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
5. Proof of Theorem B 
Before proving Theorem B we state a seemingly technical yet in the sequel very 
useful result. 
Lemma 7. Let A be a graded k-algebra. Let N be a finitely generated graded 
A-module with Krull-dim N 2 1. Let 1 be a generic form of [A], . Assume that there 
is a prime ideal p of A such that NJ1 . NE AI&J. Then there is a prime ideal 9 of A 
with N z Alq. 
Proof. Since N@k~(NIl.N)@Jk’A/P@k we have NzAIq where q is an 
ideal of A such that p = q + I. A. If p = P, then q is a prime ideal since 
dim A/q = dim N 2 1. Suppose that p # P for generic 1 E [A], . Choose generic 
elements I,, 1,) . . of [A],. Then I,,, jZ’(q + l,A) U.. . U (q + [,A) and q + 1,A is 
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a prime ideal for all i L 1. Let M be a finite subset of IV+ (the integers 21). Then 
it follows 
ForanelementxEAwesetM,:={iEN’:xEq+I,A}. 
Claim. x$?q if and only if card M, < ~0, and in this case card M, I degree of x. 
Proof. If x E q, then M, = N ‘. Let x $Zq. We set p : = degree of x. Suppose 
card M, is not finite, then we choose a subset M of M, consisting of (p + 1) 
elements. Then we have x E n itM (q + f,A) = (1 + f. A where f = njEM 1;. Since 
degree(f) = p + 1 and degree(x) = p we get x E q. This is a contradiction. This 
shows our claim. 
Take elements a, b E A such that a. 6 E q and a eq. Then we get b E q + /,A 
for all i E N’\M,. This claim gives b E q, that is, q is a prime ideal. 0 
Remark. Let us describe more explicitly the prime ideal q. Suppose that p is 
generated by 1 and elements, say f,, . . . , f,. Then q is generated by elements, say 
g,, . . . > g, such that degree( A.) = degree( gi) for i = 1, . . , r. This follows since 
the generic linear form 1 gq because q # P. Hence q @ k z (q + IA /IA) 63 k = 
(@lZA)@ k. 
Proof of Theorem B. (i) The assertion H;(A) = 0 for all i # r, d follows from 
Lemma 6(i). Proving the structure theorem of H;(A) we induct on r. The case 
r = 1 follows from the claim of the proof of Lemma 6. Let r > 1. Take a generic 
element 1 E [A], Lemma 4 shows that we can apply the induction hypothesis to 
B := AIlA. Hence we consider the following exact sequence 
O+ A( - 1) A A + B + 0 which gives an exact sequence 
O+ H’,-‘(B)+ &(A)(-l)+,(A)+ H;(B). (7) 
Dualizing and shifting degrees yield with N : = H;(A) ‘(r - 2) an exact sequence 
H’,(B) ‘(r - 3)+ N(-l)AN+ H;-‘(B) ‘(r - 3)+0. (8) 
By induction H>-‘(B) ‘(r - 3) G k[z,, . . . , zrm3] with algebraically independent 
elements zo, . . . , z,_~ of [B], . If dim N 2 1, Lemma 7 (together with the remark 
made after the proof of this lemma) and our induction hypothesis give the proof 
of Theorem B(i). Therefore, it is sufficient to show that dim N 2 1. But this is 
clear if either r 2 3 or r 5 d - 2. (In the first case we have with (8) 
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dim N 2 dim N/IN = dim H;-‘(B) “(r - 3) = dim k[z,, . . . , z,_~] 2 1 
and in the second case H’,(B) = 0 and therefore by (8) 1 is not a zerodivisor on N, 
that is, dim N Z- 1.) 
Therefore, it remains to consider the case Y = 2, d = 3. 
In this situation (8) gives the exact sequence 
N(-l)AN-tk+O. 
Therefore, N @ k z k 8 k = k and this shows that N z Ala with an (homoge- 
neous) ideal a C A (a = Ann N). Since AIP = k z NIIN s A la + IA we have 
a + IA = P and therefore rank,[a], 2 II. Let 1,, . . . , E, denote n linear indepen- 
dent elements of [a],. Then (I,, . . . , 1,)N = 0 and hence 
(I,, . . . , l,)H;(A) = 0. 
Choose an element, say I, E [A], , such that I,, 1,) . . , I, are linearly indepen- 
dent, that is, (I,, I,, . . . , I,,). A = P. 
The following consideration is central to the proof in case r = 2, d = 3: Let 
D,(A) denote the A-module of Kahler differentials of A over k (see, e.g., [14]). 
We note that in our situation (A is a factor algebra of a polynomial k-algebra) 
D,(A) coincides with the module of universal finite k-differentials (see, e.g., 
[17]). Therefore we have for an arbitrary prime ideal p of A by [17, Satz (5.1)] 
p”(D,(A)) 2 dim A, + dim A/p 2 dim A/P , 
where p*(D,(A)) denotes the minimal number of generators of D,(A)(BA A, 
(considered as an A ,-module). 
Moreover, we note that D,(A) is generated (as an A-module) by 
d(&,), . . . , d(Z,), where d : A-+ D,(A) denotes the corresponding k-derivation. 
Let M denote the submodule of D,(A) generated by d(l,), . . , d(l,). Then we 
have by the above inequality for all prime ideals n of A, 
p,(D,(A)) - pp(D,(A)IM) 2 dim A/p - 1 . 
Therefore, we can apply Satz (1.5) of [4] (take U : = Spec A, S : = k and t = l), 
and we get elements CQ, . . , a,Ek such that for A:=Z,+a,&+**.+a,l, the 
element d(A) = d(l,) + ct2d(l,) + . . . + a,d(l,) is basic in D,(A) at every prime 
ideal p of A with dim Alp 2 2. Moreover, A is not contained in any minimal 
prime ideal of A (i.e., A is not a zerodivisor on A). Lemma 2.2 of [4] provides that 
A$@‘*’ for all prime ideals p of A with A/p 2 2. 
After constructing the element A we consider the k-algebra C : = A/AA. Then 
dim C = 2 and depth C = 1. Let q be a minimal prime ideal of AA. Since 
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dim A/q = 2 we have A@q (*) Therefore, C is reduced at every prime ideal of .
dimension =2 (see [4, Satz (2.1)]). 
Consider the exact sequence 
O+ A(-l)AA+ C-+0. 
Since h. H;(A) = 0, we get an isomorphism H;(C) E Hg(A)(-1). 
We now assume that dim N = 0, that is, Hi(A) is a noetherian A-module and 
look for a contradiction. Then H;(C) is a noetherian C-module. Lemma l(i) 
shows that C is pure-dimensional (note that depth C = 1). The above considera- 
tion therefore provides that C is also reduced. The connectedness theorem of 
Grothendieck (see [lo]) shows that Proj C is connected in codimension 1. Hence 
Lemma l( ii) yields [H;(C)], = 0 for all p 5 0. The above isomorphism gives 
[f&41, = 0 f or all 4 5 -1. Now consider the exact sequence (7), i.e. in our 
situation the exact sequence 
O+ k(-l)+ H;(A)(-l)h;(A)+ H;(B), 
in degree zero. Then we obtain [Hf,(A)]” = 0 since also [Hg(B)10 = 0 by Lemma 
6(ii). Then we study this exact sequence in degree 1. It provides the exact 
sequence O+ k + 0 which is a contradiction. Hence Lemma 7 proves also the case 
Y = 2, d = 3. This completes the proof of Theorem B(i). 
(ii) Assume depth A = 1. Then Theorem B(i) shows that H:(A) z k(-1) and 
H’,(A) = 0 for all i # 1, d. Hence A is a Buchsbaum non-Cohen-Macaulay 
k-algebra (see, e.g., [20, Corollary 1.3.61). 
Suppose that A is Buchsbaum and not Cohen-Macaulay. Then H>(A) has 
finite length. Therefore Theorem B(i) shows that depth A = 1. This provides the 
assertion (ii) of Theorem B. 
(iii) Let p be a prime ideal of A. We also consider p as a prime ideal of R. Let 
E(p) be the injective hull of R,Ip . R,. Using local duality we get 
HomRt,(H’,,,,(A,), E(P)) E ExtzDrn R”-‘(Ab, Rb) 
g (Ext;+‘-d’“A/b-l(A, R)), 
= (Hip+d’m A b(A) “(n + l)), . 
From this it follows that HkRU(Ab) = 0 f or all i # r - dim Alp, d - dim Alp. 
Our Theorem B(i) provides that H>(A)g(Alq)‘(r -2) where q is a prime 
ideal of A generated by n + 2 - r linearly independent elements of [A], . 
Suppose that r = 2, that is, dim A/q = 1. It follows from (9) that 
Hom(Hii:(A,), E(q)) G (Alq(n + 3 - r))q z R,IqR, . 
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Hence Hii’ JA,) E R,IqR,. This shows that A, is Buchsbaum and not Cohen- 
Macaulay. 
Let n be a prime ideal of A such that p $! V(q) : = Supp(Al q). We get again 
from (9) that H;,,zimA’” (A,) = 0, that is, A, is always Cohen-Macaulay. 
Assume now that A is locally Buchsbaum but not locally Cohen-Macaulay. 
Hence A is not Buchsbaum. Our Theorem B(ii) shows that I = depth A 2 2. 
Suppose that rr3. Then we get from (9) H&(A,) #O. Since dim A/q = 
r - 1~ 2 and dim A 4 = d - (r - 1) 2 2 we get that A a is not Cohen-Macaulay, 
that is, A,, is even not locally Cohen-Macaulay for all prime ideals to > q and 
IV # q. Hence A,,, is not Buchsbaum for these primes tn, and this is a contradic- 
tion. Hence we have r = 2. This completes the proof of (iii). 
(iv) This result is well known; see, e.g., [26, Corollary 161. This completes the 
proof of Theorem B. 0 
Remark. It follows from the proof of Theorem B(i) that there is a linear subspace 
L of P” of dimension (r - 2) such that every subscheme under consideration is 
locally Buchsbaum but not locally Cohen-Macaulay at L and locally Cohen- 
Macaulay outside of L (see our Example 9 in Section 7). 
6. Proof of Theorem A 
We first consider the case d = 1. The implication (i) 3 (ii) follows from 
Theorem C(i) since (ii) consists only of case (a). The implication (ii) + (i) follows 
from the following observation: 
Consider the exact sequence 
O+A+H”(A)+H;(A)+O. 
Then we have 
deg X = h,(A) = rank,[H’(A)], = rank,[A], + rank,[Hb(A)], 
= rank,[A], + 1 = 2 + codim A = 2 + codim X . 
We assume that d 2 2. First we suppose that (i) holds. Then reg A = 2 by 
Theorem 3(i) and H,(A) = 0 for all i # r, d by Lemma 6(i). If A is Cohen- 
Macaulay, then (ii) follows from Lemma 6(iii). If d 2 4 and 2 5 r 5 d - 2, then 
(ii) follows from Theorem B(i) and Lemma 6(ii). If d 2 3 and r = d - 1, then we 
obtain (ii) from Lemma 6(ii) and the following calculation by applying Theorem 
3(ii): 
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rank,[Hc-‘(A)],_, 
= rank,[Hd-2(A)]2_d - rank,[Hd,(A)],_, 
= (-l)d-2((-l)d-2 rank,[HdP2(A)],_, 
+ (-l)dP’ rank,[Hs-‘(A)],_,) 




If d 2 2 and r = 1, then we get (ii) from Lemma 6(ii) since [H;(A)], = 0 for all 
p I 0 by Lemma l(ii). This shows (ii). 
We now assume (ii). First we consider the case (c) but in assuming d 2 4. Then 
we get for the Hilbert polynomial h( p, A) 
h(p, A) = rank,[A], + (-l)dm2 rank,[Hg-‘(A)], 
+ (-l)d-l rank[Hg(A)], . 
Hence we obtain 
h(2 - d, A) = (-l)d-2(d - 2) , 
h(3 - d, A) = (-l)d-2 (since d 2 4) , 
NP, A) =O for 4-dsps-1, 
h(0, A) = 1 , 
h(1, A) = II + 1. 
Using (12) we can write 
h(p,A)=(p+l)...(p+d-4)(ap3+@p2+yp+6) 
with (Y, p, y, 6 E Q. The remaining conditions (13), (14), (ll), (10) yield 
(d-4)!6=1, 
(d - 3)!((.y + p + y + 6) = IZ + 1, 
(d - 4)!(a(3 - d)3 + p(3 - d)* + ~(3 - d) + 6) = 1 , 






Solving this linear system of equations we get 
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(d - l)!a = n + 3 - d ) 
that is, h,(A) = IZ + 3 - d. Hence we have degree X = h,(A) = 2 + codim A = 
2 + codim X. This shows (i). 
If d = 3 in (c), a similar calculation shows 
h(-1, A) = -1, h(0, A) = 0, h(l, A) = n + 1. 
Whence h(p, A) = ap2 + /3p with 2a = II = n + 3 - d, and (i) holds again. 
Next we consider the case (d). If r = 2, we get 
h(p, A) = rank,[A], - rank,[Hi(A)], + (-l)dml rank,[Hs(A)], 
=-1 for2-dsps--1, 
and h(0, A) = 0, h(l, A) = II + 1. Therefore, we can set 
and we obtain 
1 = (d - 2)!p , n + l= (d - l)!(c~ + p) , 
whence (d - l)!(~ = rr + 3 - d. 
If r > 2 in (d), we set 
F(P):= MP, A) + (-I,r(r:p2) 
Note that 
iszerofor3-r~p~O.ThereforeF(p)=Ofor2-d~p~-l,F(O)=I,F(I)= 
II + 2. It follows that 
with (d - l)!a = II + 3 - d. Cl early, (Y is also the leading coefficient of the Hilbert 
polynomial h( p, A). 
The cases (a) and (b) can be proved by the same method, and are easier. Thus 
(ii) implies (i), and this completes our proof of Theorem A. 0 
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7. Examples and problems 
We discuss in conclusion some examples and open questions. Let k be an 
algebraically closed field. 
Example 8. Take the interesting example of Stanley [19, 4.51. Let 
I : = (x,,x3, x,x3, xox,xz) be the ideal of the polynomial ring R : = k[x,, x,, x2, x3]. 
The graded k-algebra A := RII is reduced and pure-dimensional such that 4 = 
h,,(A) = codim A + 2. Then A is a Cohen-Macaulay k-algebra, but A is not 
Gorenstein. Indeed, the subscheme X of lp’z defined by I is not irreducible. Hence 
our Theorem B(iv) is not true in general without the assumption that X is 
irreducible. We note that in this example Proj A is even connected in codimen- 
sion 1. 
In connection with our remark after the proof of Theorem B we want to discuss 
the following example: 
Example 9 (see also [21, p. 3.511 and [20, Example V.5.21). Let F C Pi be the 
surface given parametrically by 
(s3, s*t, stu, su(u - s)), u’(u - s)) . 
We know that degree (F) = codim(F) + 2 = 4, and Sing F = {(l,O, O,O, 0)). Let 
Z(F) be the defining prime ideal of F in R := k[x,, . . . ,x4]. Set A := R/Z(F). 
Then dim A = 3 and depth A = 2. Let 6 be the local ring of F at the origin of pz. 
It therefore follows from Theorem B(iii) that 0 is not Cohen-Macaulay but a 
Buchsbaum ring. It follows from the remark after the proof of Theorem B that F 
has precisely one singularity which is Buchsbaum but not Cohen-Macaulay. 
Nowadays it is easy to construct examples for the statement of Theorem B(ii) 
and (iii) by using, e.g., [24, 25, 111. Here is an example for Theorem B(ii). 
Example 10. Following [ll] we consider the following surface F of [FD: given 
parametrically by (uu3, uu’w, u4, u3w, uw3, w”). Let Z(F) be the defining prime 
ideal of F in R : = k[x,, . . , x5]. Then a run of the computer program 
MACAULAY [l] p ro uced the minimal free resolution of Z(F). For instance, we d 
have the following defining equation of F: 
Z(F) = (X,X, - X0X3, X,X4 - X0X5, X3X4 - X2X5, Xi - X:X4, X,X: - X0X2X4 9 
2 2 2 2 2 3 
XIX3 - x(,x4, x2x4 - x3x5, x0x4 - x1x3x5 9 x4 - x,x:>. 
Set A:= R/Z(F). It follows from [ll] that h,,(A) = 5 = codim A +2, and 
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depth A = 1. Hence our Theorem B(ii) shows that F is not arithmetically Cohen- 
Macaulay but Buchsbaum. 
Finally, we want to pose the following two problems: 
Problem 1. Describe the minimal free resolution of a reduced, irreducible and 
nondegenerate subvariety X of lu$ with dim X 2 1 and degree(X) = codim X + 2. 
We believe that the following lemma is useful in solving this problem. 
Lemma 11. Let A := RII be a graded k-algebra where I is a reduced and 
pure-dimensional homogeneous ideal of R := k[x,, . . . , x,,]. We assume that 
d : = dim A 2 2, depth A = 1, Proj A is connected in codimension 1, h,(A) = 
codim A + 2, and n = rank,[A], - 1. 
Then Exti+lpd (A, R) is a graded Cohen-Macaulay A-module with Krull- 
dim Exti+lmd (A, R) = d generated by [Exti+lpd(A, R)]_n_Z+d E kn+2-d. More- 
over, Exti+l-d (A, R) has a minimal free resolution of the following kind: 
0~RG3R(1)-+RPn-d(2)+~~~-+R’1(n+1-d) 
+R n+2-d(n + 2 - d)-+Exti+‘pd(A, R)+O . 
Proof. Lemma 6 shows that H;(A) z k(-1). Hence we may consider the exact 
sequence 
O-+ A+ Ho(A)+ k(-1)-O. 
Since Ext,(k(-1), R) = 0 for all i # n + 1 we get from this sequence 
Ext “R+l-d(A, R) “Ext”,+‘-d(Ho(A), R) . 
The proof of Lemma 6 shows that Ho(A) is a Cohen-Macaulay module over A of 
dimension d with 
reg Ho(A) = d + e(Hg(H’(A))) = d + e(Hg(A)) I 1 . 
Therefore, we get that Extif’pd (A, R) also is a graded Cohen-Macaulay A- 
module. Moreover, similar methods as in our proof of Lemma 6 give the 
following minimal free resolution of Ho(A): 
Hence by taking duals we get a minimal free resolution for Exti+l-d(Ho(A), R), 
and therefore also for Exti+lpd(A, R) as follows: 
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0~R~R(1)~RI*n~d(2)~... 
+ R’+‘(n + 2 - d)+Ext;+lpd(A, R)+O, 
where p, := hn+l_d_l for all i = 0, . . , n - d. This shows that Exti+led(A, R) is 
generated by 
[Ext;+‘-d(A, R)]-n+d_z = [H:(A) “Id_, 
=H~orn,([Hd,(A)],_~, k) = kn+2-d . 
From this we also get w0 = hn_d+l = n + 2 - d. 
This shows Lemma 11. 0 
Problem 2. Let X be a reduced, irreducible and nondegenerate subvariety of P’z. 
Characterize all rational subvarieties X, that is, projective varieties birationally 
equivalent to P” for some m, such that degree X = codim X + 2. 
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